On the Front Lines

the threat posed by dozens of invasive species
throughout the region.

DAVE MATHEWS SPENDS TIME
ERADICATING INVASIVE SPECIES
FOR GTRLC AND OTHERS

“I had always had an interest in land and water, but
I didn’t really know much about invasive species,”
he said. “I had no idea how pervasive the problem
was, how many species and how extensive they are.”

Asked why he’s dedicated much of his free time in
recent years to eradicating invasive species within
our region, Dave Mathews got a twinkle in his eye
and began to pull up his sweater.
Under this sturdy black garment was a bright blue
tee shirt emblazoned with the phrase “Habitat
Matters,” the slogan of GTRLC’s partners at the
Invasive Species Network (ISN). Reminiscent of
Superman baring his emblem, Mathews is indeed
a superhero to local conservation groups for his
unwavering persistence in removing the many
damaging species that don’t belong in our forests
and fields.
“That really says it all in two words,” he said of the
slogan. “Everything’s connected, and when you start
throwing a monkey wrench into things, everything
gets out of kilter. We need to work to fix it.”
Mathews, a Traverse City native and courier for a
medical supply company, has been volunteering
for GTRLC, ISN, the Grand Traverse Conservation
District and more groups for several years. While
he got into conservation-related volunteering out
of a pure love for his natural surroundings, he
got a real fire in his belly when he learned about

So when the call goes out for help with yanking
baby’s breath on Elberta beach, ripping out garlic
mustard at Arcadia Dunes or eradicating spotted
knapweed and bladder campion at Maple Bay,
Mathews is usually there, ready to lay waste to as
many invasives as he can get his hands on. Often
times it’s quite a drive from his Traverse City home,
but he’s not too worried about the commute.
“The work is there to be
“This is local, and you have
done. Someone asked
to start where you’re at."
me about it not too long
ago, and I told him I felt like one of nature’s janitors,”
he said. “Humans dragged this stuff in here, and it’s
really messing up habitats. So I like the satisfaction
of going out there and knowing that I made a
difference, even if it takes some years to see it.”
Plus, it helps Mathews feel like he’s making a
difference amid the cloud of troubling news
— especially on a national and global scale —
regarding the environment.
“In the huge scheme of things, I suppose you could
look at the big stuff, industrial pollution, global
warming, stuff like that and just (throw up your
hands),” he said. “But I live here, so I do this work

A word from Jon Throop, GTRLC’s new Volunteer and Events Program Manager:
“After spending 6 years as a preserve steward with the Conservancy, I’m thrilled to continue stewarding our beautiful
preserves and natural areas alongside our incredible volunteers in my new role. I’ve always relished time spent
in nature, and working with passionate people who dedicate their lives to its protection has been a new source of
inspiration for me. I truly believe the mission of the Conservancy to protect natural, scenic, and farm lands and
advancing stewardship belongs to all of us and I’m looking forward to fostering the connections between people,
land, water and stewardship in any way I can.”
For more information on volunteer opportunities, contact Jon at jthroop@gtrlc.org or (231) 929-7911.
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Dave Mathews (far left) after pulling baby’s breath at Elberta Beach.

here. I know I’m not making much of an impact on
those great big issues, but again, this is local, and
you have to start where you’re at.”
GTRLC is fortunate that Mathews took a shine
to invasive species work, said Jon Throop, the
Conservancy’s volunteer and events coordinator.
“Dave’s passion for improving the health of
our sensitive habitats in northern Michigan is
unparalleled,” Throop said. “He’s usually the first
to show up, the last to leave and works as hard as
anyone I’ve ever seen. Most importantly, Dave's
die-hard, yet positive, attitude always boosts morale
on long, tough days in the field.”
While others might look forward to loafing on the
couch during their time off, Mathews is a different
breed, Throop said.

“Last August, Dave contacted me asking if we
had any extra restoration projects because he had
taken a week long vacation from work and wanted
to spend it killing any invasive plants he could get
his hands on,” he said. “True to his word, Dave
spent some long days on Elberta Beach removing
non-native baby’s breath that had a stranglehold on
an otherwise pristine dune habitat.”
Mathews implores others to take up the cause —
even if they’re not as driven as he is.
“Just give it a try. Pick a nice day when it’s offered
somewhere close and go out there. If it’s not your
thing, just walk away. And even if you don’t have
the desire to do this type of work, make yourself
aware it,” he said. “Awareness is important.”
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